
Before you begin: 

Make sure you’re on a GPU run-time - Click on “Runtime” - Click on “Change Runtime Type” - Select 

“None” under Hardware Accelerator and change in to “GPU” 

1. Click on “Runtime” 

 

2. Click on “Change Runtime Type” 



 

3. Select “None” under “Hardware accelerator” and change it into “GPU” 

 

 

Note: there is a time limit on the amount of time you can run this programme on the GPU set by 

Google. If you realise that the amount of time that it takes for this programme to extract data from 

your video takes so long that Google times you out, shorten your video. However, this is an 

uncommon issue unless your video is longer than 6 hours.   



Disclaimer: 

If you do not have prior coding experience do not change any of the code unless specified in this 

instructions list or the programme will not work. 

Be patient, especially if your video is long. Give your computer time to run the code. 

 

Instructions: 
 

1. Access the google drive link 

2. Make a copy of all the files into a new folder into your drive without changing the file 

orientation, don’t forget to name this new folder 

3. Rename the files from “copy of” in front of all those files to how they were originally 

named in the example files from here.  

4. Add the video you want counted into the folder 

5. Open up Predict.ipynb and scroll down to the tabs labelled: 

from google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive', force_remount=True) 

 

run that tab and a google link will open up. Open that link to get an authentication code which you 

then copy paste back into the box which will have opened up in the tab, then press enter 

 

6. Scroll down to the tab labelled: 

MAIN_DIR = "drive/My Drive/Sharks/" 

MODEL_DIR = "model.h5" 

CONFIG_DIR = "detection_config.json" 

VEDIO_DIR = "Example.mp4" 

Then rename 

MAIN_DIR = "drive/My Drive/Sharks/" 

 To   

MAIN_DIR = "drive/My Drive/your file name/" 

 

For example, if you named your folder in “My Drive” to be “Data”, the rename the MAIN_DIR to: 

MAIN_DIR = "drive/My Drive/Data/" 

 

And also rename  

 

VEDIO_DIR = "Example.mp4" 

To 

VEDIO_DIR = "your video name" 

 

For example, if your video is named “GOPR8246”, then rename VEDIO_DIR to: 

VEDIO_DIR = "GOPR8246" 



7. Run all of the tabs 

 
  



How to edit your counting metrics: 
(for more information on counting metrics, refer to our website) 

The only option available on this counter is to change the size of the number of frames forming a 

group on which the counting metric is implemented. 

For example, MaxN finds the maximum number of counts in a group of lets say 5 frames. This will 

then give you a graph of the MaxN counts over the entire duration of the video in these intervals of 

5 frames. You have the option to adjust this frame number. 

In order to change it to your preference (though this is not compulsory): 

Scroll down to the tab: 

RANGE_METRICS = 3 

 

len(arr) 

 

print(f"Keys: {list(Classes.keys())}") 

for slice in range(math.ceil(len(arr) /RANGE_METRICS)): 

  if (slice + 1) * RANGE_METRICS > len(arr): 

    data_slice = arr[slice * RANGE_METRICS: len(arr)] 

  else: 

    data_slice = arr[slice * RANGE_METRICS: (slice + 1) * RANGE_METRICS

] 

  print(f"MaxN: {np.max(data_slice, axis = 0)}, MinN: {np.min(data_slic

e, axis = 0)}, MeanN: {np.mean(data_slice, axis = 0)}") 

  with open(os.path.join(MAIN_DIR, "temp", "logs", "Metrics.txt"), "a")

 as f: 

      print(f"MaxN: {np.max(data_slice, axis = 0)}, MinN: {np.min(data_

slice, axis = 0)}, MeanN: {np.mean(data_slice, axis = 0)}", file = f) 

 

After running all of the tabs above it. 

 

Click on  

RANGE_METRICS = 3 

And just edit the number of frames 

 

For example if you want to change the frame intervals from 3 to 5,  

Change: 

RANGE_METRICS = 3 

To: 

RANGE_METRICS = 5 

 

 
  



After you have run everything according 
to the instructions above, here is the data 
you will extract from your videos: 
 

1. On the Predict.ipynb file itself: 

 

You will see these graphs which you can drag out of that Predict.ipynb file to your desktop. 

For example: 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

For the graphs, the Y-axis shows the counting metric counts, and the X-axis shows the number of 

frames off which the count was implemented  

2. 2 cvs files which are found in your drive, under the folder temp folder, inside the logs 

folder 

a. A raw data file of all the counts per frame in a document labelled data.csv, this is basically 

the TotN counting metric which you can adjust using basic Microsoft excel skills 

b. A document with all the counting metric counts labelled metrics.csv 

Both of these csv files can be accessed through google sheets on your computer which you can then 

export to excel, this will allow you to continue your data analysis if necessary.  



 

To run this programme again for another 
video… 
 

1. Delete the “Temp” folder from your folder.  

2. Repeat steps 4 to 7 under the Instructions section of this pdf file 

 

 

 

 

 


